Abstract-Release notes document corrections, enhancements, and, in general, changes that were implemented in a new release of a software project. They are usually created manually and may include hundreds of different items, such as descriptions of new features, bug fixes, structural changes, new or deprecated APIs, and changes to software licenses. Thus, producing them can be a time-consuming and daunting task. This paper describes ARENA (Automatic RElease Notes generAtor), an approach for the automatic generation of release notes. ARENA extracts changes from the source code, summarizes them, and integrates them with information from versioning systems and issue trackers. ARENA was designed based on the manual analysis of 990 existing release notes. In order to evaluate the quality of the release notes automatically generated by ARENA, we performed four empirical studies involving a total of 56 participants (48 professional developers and eight students). The obtained results indicate that the generated release notes are very good approximations of the ones manually produced by developers and often include important information that is missing in the manually created release notes.
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INTRODUCTION
R ELEASE notes summarize the main changes that occurred in a software system since its previous release, such as, the addition of new features, bug fixes, changes to licenses under which the project is released, and, especially when the software is a library used by others, relevant changes at code level. Different stakeholders might benefit from release notes. Developers, for example, use them to learn what has changed in the code, which features have been implemented and which features are left for future releases, which bugs have been fixed and which ones are still open, whether or not the latest release introduced new legal constraints, etc. Similarly, integrators, who are using a library in their code, use the library release notes to decide whether or not such a library should be upgraded to a new release. Finally, end users read the release notes to decide whether it would be worthwhile to install a new release of a software (e.g., a mobile app).
In general, release notes are produced manually. According to a survey we conducted among open-source and professional developers (see Section 4.2), creating a release note by hand is a difficult and effort-prone activity that can take as much as eight hours. Some issue trackers partially support this task by generating simplified release notes (e.g., the Atlassian OnDemand release note generator 1 ), yet such notes are limited to list closed issues that developers have manually associated with a release. This paper proposes ARENA (Automatic RElease Notes generAtor), an automated approach for the generation of release notes. ARENA identifies changes occurred in the commits performed between two releases of a software project, such as, structural changes to the code, upgrades of external libraries used by the project, and changes in the licenses. Then, ARENA summarizes the code changes through an approach derived from code summarization [1] , [2] . These changes are linked to information that ARENA extracts from commit notes and issue trackers, which is used to describe fixed bugs, new features, and open bugs related to the previous release. Finally, the release note is organized into categories and presented as a hierarchical and interactive HTML document, where details on each item can be expanded or collapsed, as needed.
Currently, there is no industry-wide standard on the content and format of release notes, hence software companies have adopted independent release note guidelines based on their own information and technical needs. For this reason, ARENA has been designed based on the manual analysis of 990 project release notes identifying what elements they typically contain. It is also important to point out that the release notes generated by ARENA include information that is useful mainly to developers and integrators, rather than to end-users.
From an engineering standpoint, ARENA leverages existing approaches for code summarization and for linking code changes to issues; yet, ARENA is novel and unique for two reasons: (i) it generates summaries and descriptions of code changes at different levels of granularity than what was done in the past; and (ii) for the first time, it combines code analysis, summarization, and mining approaches together to address the problem of release note generation. To the best of our knowledge, no current tool or approach automatically generates release notes with the rich content of ARENA's release notes. Our conjecture is that such a rich content (describing, for example, the code that was changed to implement a bug fix or feature) of the release note, can be beneficial to developers during evolutionary tasks.
In order to evaluate our approach, we performed four different empirical studies evaluating the release notes generated by ARENA from complementary points of view.
This paper extends our previous work on the automatic generation of release notes [3] . In particular, novel contributions of this paper are the following We developed and publicly released ARENA 2 , a tool implementing the approach for the automatic generation of release notes described in our previous work [3] . Thanks to the tool availability, we performed a sixmonth in-field study, where a team of developers from a software company used ARENA to generate the release notes of a medical software system. This study allowed us to investigate the usefulness of ARENA and the quality of its release notes within an industrial setting, in which developers used it in their everyday routine for a substantial time period. Replication Package. A replication package is available online. 3 It includes: (i) the complete results of the survey; (ii) the code summarization templates used by ARENA; (iii) all the generated release notes; and (iv) the material and working data sets of the four evaluation studies.
Paper Structure. Section 2 reports results of our initial survey to identify requirements for generating release notes. Section 3 introduces ARENA, while Section 4 presents the four evaluation studies and their results. The threats that could affect the validity of the results achieved are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work, after a discussion of the related literature (Section 6).
Since no industry-wide common standards exist for writing release notes, different communities produce release notes according to their own guidelines. In order to define the content and structure of the ARENA-generated release notes, we performed an exploratory study aimed at understanding the structure and content of existing release notes. Specifically, we manually inspected 990 release notes from 55 open source projects (see Table 1 ) to analyze and classify their content. Note that to improve the generalizability of the release notes generated by ARENA, we considered projects from different open-source communities. The analyzed notes belong to 608 releases of 41 open-source projects from the Apache ecosystem (e.g., Ant, log4j, etc.), and 382 releases of 14 open-source projects developed by other communities (e.g., jEdit, Selenium, Firefox, etc.).
Release notes are usually presented as a list of items, each one describing some types of changes. Table 2 reports the 17 types of changes we identified as most frequently included Bug fixes stand out as the most frequent item included in the release notes (in 888 release notes-90 percent of our sample). Typically, the information is reported as a simple bullet list containing for each fixed bug, its ID and a very short summary (often the bug's title as stored in the bug tracker). For example, in the release note of Apache Lucene 4.0.0, the LUCENE-4310 bug fix is reported as follows: LUCENE-4310: MappingCharFilter was failing to match input strings containing non-BMP Unicode characters.
Other frequently reported changes in release notes are new features (46 percent) and new code components (43 percent). These two types of changes are often found together, explaining what code components were added to implement the new features. Also, when available, the ID of the issue where developers discussed the implementation of the new feature is reported. An example of such an item reported in the Apache Lucene 4.0.0 release note is: LUCENE-1888: Added the option to store payloads in the term vectors (IndexableFieldType.storeTermVectorPayloads()). Note that you must store term vector positions to store payloads.
Modified code components (i.e., classes, methods, fields, parameters) are also frequently reported (40 percent) . Note that we include here all cases where the release notes report that a code element has been changed, without specifying how. We do not include here deprecated code components or changes to code components' visibility that are classified separately (see Table 2 ).
Explanations of modified features are quite frequent in release notes (26 percent) and are generally accompanied by the code components that were added/modified/deleted to implement the feature change. An example from the release note of the Google Web Toolkit 2.3.0 (M1) is: Updated GPE's UIBinder editor (i.e., class UIBinder of the Google Plug-in) to provide support for attribute autocompletion based on getter/setters in the owner type.
Refactoring operations are also included in release notes (21 percent), generally as simple statements specifying the impacted code components, e.g., "Refactored the WebDriverJs"-from Selenium 2.20.0.
Changes in documentation are present in 20 percent of the analyzed release notes, although, more often than not, they are rather vaguely described with generic sentences like "more complete documentation has been added" or "documentation improvements."
We also found: 157 release notes (16 percent) reporting upgrades in the libraries used by the project (e.g., "The Deb Ant Task now works with Ant 1.7"-from Jedit 4.3pre11); 97 (10 percent) reporting deprecated code components; and 88 (9 percent) including deleted code components (e.g., "Removed GWTShell, an obsolete way of starting dev mode"-from Google Web Toolkit 2.5.1 (RC1)).
Other changes performed in the new release are less common in the analyzed release notes (see Table 2 ). We must note that rarely summarized types of changes are not necessarily less important than the frequently reported ones. It may be the case that some types of changes occur less frequently than others, hence they are reported less. For example, changes to licenses are generally rare and thus, only 18 release notes (2 precent) contain this information. We do not equate frequency with importance. Future work will answer the importance question separately.
Based on the results of this survey and on our assessment of what can be automatically extracted from available sources of information (i.e., release archives, versioning systems, and issue trackers), we have formulated requirements for what ARENA should include in release notes: 1) a description of fixed bugs, new features, and improvement of existing features, complemented with a description of what was changed in the code (i.e., classes, methods, fields, parameters, etc.); 2) a summary of other source code changes, including (i) description of code changes (e.g., added, removed, and modified code elements, or changes to their visibility); (ii) deprecated methods/classes; and (iii) refactoring operations; 3) changes to the libraries used by the system; 4) changes to licenses and documentation; and 5) open issues. In the subsequent sections we use the term "item" to refer to elements belonging to the above listed categories of changes and reported in the release note generated by ARENA (e.g., a fixed bug described in the release note, a refactoring operation, etc.).
Note that in the current version of ARENA we did not consider changes to the high-level system architecture, because existing architecture recovery approaches (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] ) usually require manual effort to produce usable results. Also, as it will be detailed in Section 3, we do not capture all changes performed to build files, only those for which it is possible to provide a specific rationale (i.e., the change in dependencies). 
ARENA OVERVIEW
In a nutshell, ARENA works as depicted in Fig. 1 . The process to generate release notes for a release r k is composed of four main steps. During the first step (Section 3.1), the Change Extractor is used to capture changes performed between releases r kÀ1 and r k in terms of: (i) fine-grained source code changes (e.g., changes to methods visibility, deprecated classes, new classes, etc.); (ii) changes to libraries; (iii) changes to documentation; and (iv) changes to licenses. All these fine-grained source code changes are then linked to information extracted from the versioning system (e.g., commit-id, date, etc.).
In the second step (Section 3.2), the Code Change Summarizer describes the fine-grained changes captured by the Change Extractor, with the goal of obtaining a higher-level view of what changed in the code. To this aim, the structural changes are hierarchically organized and prioritized to select the changes to be included in the summaries. An itemized, naturallanguage description is generated for the top changes. The summarized structural code changes are then linked to the extracted commit information from the previous step.
In the third step (Section 3.3), the Commit-Issue Linker uses the Issue Extractor to mine information (e.g., fixed bugs, new features, improvements, etc.) from the issue tracker of the project to which r k belongs. Each fixed bug, implemented new feature, and improvement is linked to the code changes performed between releases r kÀ1 and r k . Therefore, in a generated release note, the summarized structural code changes represent what changed in the new release, while the information extracted from the issue tracker explains why the changes were performed.
Finally, in the fourth step (Section 3.4), the extracted information is provided as input to the Information Aggregator. This component is in charge of organizing the extracted information as a hierarchy and creating an HTML version of the release note for r k , where each item can be expanded/ collapsed to reveal/hide its details. An example of a release note generated by ARENA can be found at http://tinyurl. com/arena-lucene-4-0.
Extraction of Changes
ARENA extracts code changes, as well as changes to other entities, from two different sources: (i) the versioning system; and (ii) the source archives of the releases to be compared.
Identification of the Time Interval to Be Analyzed
ARENA aims at identifying the subset of commits that pertains to the release for which the release note needs to be generated, say release r k . Intuitively, the simplest way to analyze code changes occurring between the two releases r kÀ1 and r k is to examine the content of the source distribution archives of the two releases. Such analysis would enable the identification of structural changes, but it would not allow to properly link source code changes onto their rationale (to be mined from the issue tracker). In this sense, we opt for analyzing the commits in the versioning system, which contain each change performed to the system. To identify the changes between the releases r kÀ1 and r k , we consider all commits occurred-in the main trunk of the versioning system-starting from the r kÀ1 release date t kÀ1 , until the r k release date t k . Note that these dates could be approximations, as developers could start working on the release r kþ1 even before t k is issued, i.e., changes committed before t k could belong to the release r kþ1 and not to the release r k . It is worth noting that such a date approximation is only needed if the dates are not specified by an end-user of ARENA. Indeed, in a real usage scenario (as explained in Section 3.5), a developer in charge of creating a release note using ARENA can simply provide the best time interval to analyze.
Analysis of Code Changes
Once the commits of interest are identified, ARENA's Change Extractor analyzes them using a code analyzer developed in the context of the Markos EU project. 4 The analyzer parses the source code using the srcML toolkit [7] and extracts a set of facts concerning the files that have been added, removed, and changed in each commit. Information on the commits performed between the releases r kÀ1 and r k is extracted from the versioning system (e.g., git, svn). Given the set of files in a commit, the following kinds of changes are identified:
Files added, removed, and moved between packages; Classed added, removed, renamed, or moved between files. Methods added, removed, renamed, or moved between classes; Methods changed, i.e., changes in the signature, visibility, source code, or set of thrown exceptions; Instance variables added, removed, and with visibility changes; Deprecated classes, methods, and instance variables.
Added and Removed Files. These changes are the easiest to identify, since they are explicitly reported in the versioning system log. For example, the commit:
indicates that the file F.java has been added to the repository, as suggested by the literal A in the fifth value of the commit. This value explicitly marks the type of change performed on the file object of the commit. Other possible literals for this value are D, indicating that the file has been deleted, and M, indicating its modification. Moved Files. A file F.java is considered as moved between two packages when a commit contains two operations related to F.java, one reporting D as type of change (i.e., the file has been deleted from its previous folder) and the other one reporting A as type of change (i.e., the file has been added to a new folder).
Added, Removed, Renamed, and Moved Classes. Added and removed classes are identified by comparing the content of each source code file in the commit before and after the commit was performed. Classes that have been renamed or moved between files are identified through a metric-based fingerprinting approach [8] , [9] , where a class is characterized by a set of metrics or fingerprint that allows to trace the class when its name or location change.
Added, Removed, Renamed, and Moved Methods. Similar to the previous case, added and removed methods are identified by comparing the content of each source code file before and after the analyzed commits. Likewise, renamed and moved methods are detected by using the fingerprintingbased approach.
Changed Methods. For each method found in the modified files of the commit under analysis, a comparison between the before-and after-commit versions of the source code of the method is performed. Through this comparison, ARENA is able to identify: (i) changes to the method visibility (e.g., a method converted from private to public); (ii) changes to the method signature (e.g., parameters added/removed, changes to the exceptions thrown by the method, etc.); and (iii) changes to the method body.
Added, Removed and Changed Instance Variables. These changes are captured by comparing before-and after-commit versions of the instance variables of each class contained in modified code files.
Deprecated Classes, Methods, and Instance Variables. Deprecated code elements are identified by detecting new @Depre-cated Java tags on classes, methods, and instance variables in the modified code files of the commit under analysis.
All the previous changes are automatically linked to the commit in which they have been performed, by storing: (i) the commit-id in which the change occurred; (ii) the author of the change; (iii) the date of the change; and (iv) the commit message describing the change.
Analysis of Licensing Changes
In order to identify license changes, ARENA's Change Extractor analyzes the content of the source distribution of r kÀ1 and r k , extracting all source files (i.e., .java) and all text files (i.e., .txt). Then, it uses the Ninka license classifier [10] to identify and classify licenses contained in such files. Ninka uses a pattern-matching based approach to identify statements characterizing the various licenses and, given any text file (including source code files) as input, it outputs the license type (e.g., GPL) and its version (e.g., 2.0) with a 95 percent precision. ARENA highlights a license change in r k if: (i) a new file declaring a previously unused license is added in r k , (ii) a file changes license type and/or version between r kÀ1 and r k , or (iii) a file that declared a license l i in r kÀ1 is deleted in r k and no other files declaring l i are present in r k .
Identification of Changes in Documentation
This analysis is done on the release archives of r kÀ1 and r k . Although release archives can contain any kind of documentation, we only focus on changes to documentation describing source code entities. ARENA identifies documentation changes using the approach described below: due to the removal of <involved_code_components> from the system." 4) If a text file has been modified between r kÀ1 and r k , we use a similar approach as above, but we search for references to code entities only in the portions of the text file that were changed. Note that ARENA is reporting changes in documentation artifacts in a slightly different way compared to what we observed in the release notes manually analyzed in the context of the study reported in Section 2. In particular, we observed that developers often describe changes to documentation at a very high level (e.g., "more complete documentation has been added"). Instead, ARENA only looks for changes related to documentation files linked to code components. A simplistic approach, more in line with the findings of our exploratory study (Section 2), would have been to describe changes to all textual artifacts (i.e., .pdf, .txt, .rdf, etc.) despite their linkage to code elements. However, as we tested this approach we observed that it resulted in the generation of some irrelevant information. This is because software repositories often contain textual files (e.g., the project website, advertising material, list of contributors) that are not relevant when describing changes in a newly issued release. For this reason, we decided to only consider textual documents explicitly referring to code elements, since those are the ones likely representing relevant documentation artifacts. 
Identification of Refactoring Operations
ARENA's Change Extractor also identifies refactoring operations performed between the releases r kÀ1 and r k , by using two complementary sources of information: 1) Refactoring operations documented in the commit notes. Such operations are identified by matching regular expressions in commit notes-e.g., refact, renamas done in previous work [12] , [13] . 2) Class/method renaming and moving (those not already identified by means of their commits using the heuristic above). Such refactoring changes are identified by means of fingerprinting analysis. In principle, ARENA could describe other kinds of refactoring operations by integrating refactoring identification tools like RefFinder [14] . For the time being, we prefer to keep a light-weight approach.
Summary of Code Changes
The fine-grained code changes captured by the Change Extractor are provided to the Code Change Summarizer to obtain a higher-level view of what changed in the code (see Fig. 1 ). ARENA's Code Change Summarizer follows three steps in order to generate such a view: (i) it hierarchically organizes the code changes; (ii) it selects the changes to be described; and (iii) it generates a set of natural-language sentences for the selected changes.
In the first step, a hierarchy of changed artifacts is built by considering the kind of artifact (i.e., files, classes, methods, or instance variables) affected by each change. In Object-Oriented (OO) software systems, files contain classes, which in turn consist of methods and instance variables. Therefore, changes are grouped based on these relationships, e.g., changed methods and instance variables that belong to the same class are grouped under that class.
In the second step, ARENA analyzes the hierarchy of changed artifacts in a top-down fashion, to select the code changes to be included in the summaries, as follows: 1) If a file is associated to class-level changes, then the class changes are selected instead of the file changes, since in OO programming languages classes are the main decomposition unit, rather than source files. For example, consider the new file SearcherLifetimeManager.java in Apache Lucene 3.5.
Together with this file, the SearcherLifetimeManager class was added. This class has a specific role within the system that is very likely to provide more information than the file. 2) If the change associated to a class is its addition or deletion, then such a change is selected instead of any other change in the class (e.g., the addition/deletion of its methods). Otherwise, changes to the visibility or deprecation of the class are selected. If the change associated to a class is its modification, then the changes associated to instance variable and method level are selected. 3) If the change associated to an instance variable or method is its addition, deletion, renaming, or deprecation, then such a change is selected. Changes to parameters, return types, or exceptions are marked to be excluded. Finally, in the third step, the Code Change Summarizer generates a natural language description of the selected changes, presented as a list of paragraphs. For this, ARENA defines a set of templates according to the kind of artifact and kind of change to be described. In this way, one sentence is generated for each change. For example, an added file is described as New file <file_name>, whereas a deleted file is reported as File <file_name> has been removed.
As stated above, the focus of OO systems is on classes. Thus, for added classes ARENA provides more detailed sentences than for other changes, by adapting JSummarizer [15] , a tool that automatically generates naturallanguage summaries of classes. Each summary consists of four parts: (i) a general description based on the superclass and interfaces of the class; (ii) a description of the role of the class within the system; (iii) a description of the class behavior based on the most relevant methods; and (iv) a list of the inner classes, if they exist. We adapted JSummarizer by modifying some of the original templates and by improving the filtering process when selecting the information to be included in the class summary. For example, when filtering the elements that interact with the analyzed class, we excluded the classes in the package java.lang, since they are invariably used in every Java system. Fig. 2 shows part of an automatically generated summary for the SearcherLifetimeManager class from Lucene 3.5.
Deleted classes are reported in a similar way as deleted files. Changes regarding the visibility of a class are described by providing the added or removed specifier, e.g., Class <class_name> is now <added_specifier>. The description of modified classes consists of sentences reporting methods and instance variables added, deleted or modified. For example, a change in a method's name is reported as: Method < old_method_name> was renamed as <new_method_name>.
The generated sentences are concatenated according to the priority previously assigned to the changes. At this point, there may be some redundancies due to similar sentences reporting the same type of change on same-level artifacts. For example, two or more methods could be removed from the same class or, as another example, the visibility of a set of classes could change to the same level. ARENA groups similar changes in single sentences to avoid text redundancies, e.g., Methods < method name 1 > ; . . . ; and < method name n > were removed from < class name > , rather than list them one at a time. A complete list of the templates that ARENA uses to generate the text descriptions is available in our replication package.
Extraction of Issues and Linkage to Commits
ARENA uses the versioning system to extract various kinds of changes to source code and other system entities, i.e., to explain what in the system has been changed. In addition, it relies on the issue tracker to extract change descriptions, i.e., to explain why the system has been changed. To this aim, ARENA's Issue Extractor (see Fig. 1 ) extracts the following type of issues from the issue tracker Issues describing bug fixes: Issues with type="Bug", status="Resolved" or "Closed", resolution="Fixed", and resolution date included in the ½t kÀ1 ; t k period. Issues describing new features: Same as above, but considering issues with type="New Feature".
Issues describing improvements: Same as for bug fixes, but considering issues with type="Improvement". Open issues. Any issue with status="Open" and open date in the period ½t kÀ1 ; t k . Note that open issues are collected to present in the release note r k 's Known Issues. Based on the fields described above, ARENA has been implemented for the Jira issue tracker. However, it can be extended to other issue trackers (e.g., Bugzilla), using the appropriate, available fields. Note that sometimes fields classifying issues as bug fix/new feature/ enhancement are not fully reliable [16] , [17] . In such cases, the respective elements of the release notes will be inaccurate, as ARENA does not verify the correctness of the classifications.
Once the issues are extracted, they are linked to commits. Different approaches can be used to link issues to commits. One of them is the approach by Fischer et al. [18] , based on regular expressions matching the issue ID in the commit note. This approach, however, might produce incomplete results in some cases [19] , especially when analyzing new features. We complement this approach by using a reimplementation of the ReLink approach defined by Wu et al. [20] , which considers the following constraints when mapping an issue onto a commit: 1) Committer/author and issue tracking contributor matching. The committer in the versioning system or the author of the commit (available in git) must have participated in the discussion on the issue, i.e., the committer/author must match with an issue tracking contributor. Note that, to match committer/ author onto issue tracker contributors, we match email addresses and, when this fails, we use approximate name matching [21] , [22] , e.g., Max Di Penta matches M. Di Penta. For the Jira issue tracker, we found that the user ID matches the first part of the email used in git, e.g., wherever dipenta@unisannio.it was used in git the corresponding Jira ID is dipenta. 2) Time interval. The time interval between the commit and the last comment posted by the same author/ contributor on the issue tracker must be less than seven days, as suggested by Wu et al. [20] . We compute the time interval as the difference between the commit timestamp and the timestamp of the last comment posted by the same author. 3) Textual similarity between the commit and the issue. The textual similarity between the commit note and the last comment referred above must be greater than a threshold. We compute the textual similarity based on Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] , after removing stop words, splitting compound identifiers using camel case, and the Porter stemming [24] . We consider as valid links those having a cosine similarity greater than 0.7. This threshold has been set by manually analyzing the linking approach on two projects (i.e., Apache Commons IO and JBoss-AS) not used in our evaluation, and it can be easily changed if needed.
Generation of the Release Note
ARENA's Information Aggregator is in charge of building the release note as an HTML document. The changes are presented in a hierarchical structure consisting of the categories from the ARENA requirements defined in Section 2 and items summarizing each change (see Fig. 3 
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). Specifically, the release notes generated by ARENA are structured as follows:
Change category
i. Single change overview [more info] Structural change description where:
A change category represents a high-level type of information grouping together similar items. The category is generally defined by the type of issue a change is linked to, i.e., fixed bugs, new features, or improvements. Code changes that are not mapped to any of the issues extracted from the issue tracker (e.g., small changes that were not discussed among developers) are grouped based on the type of change into: added components, deleted components, modified components, deprecated components, changes to the visibility of components, or refactored components. Possible change categories are also: documentation changes, license changes, and open issues. Each change category in the generated release note can be expanded to see its list of items (i.e., changes belonging to it). Such changes can be represented as a single change overview or as a structural change description.
A single change overview is only provided for changes that are linked to an issue. It consists of the issue id linked to the corresponding entry in the issue tracker and a short description of the change as extracted from the issue's summary. The single change overview can be further expanded (by clicking on the "more info" link) to access the structural change details level, which describes how software artifacts have been impacted by the change (e.g., which code components have been added, deleted, and modified to implement the change). A structural change description reports the details behind the implementation of a change and is available for all changes, both those linked to or not linked to an issue. It could refer to summarized source code changes, list of documentation artifacts added/deleted/modified, added/removed/upgraded dependencies, and artifacts that underwent changes in licenses. Complete examples of the generated release notes can be found in our replication package.
The ARENA Web Tool
ARENA has been implemented as a Web application and is publicly available. 7 The current implementation of ARENA requires the following input from the user Release name. The name of the release for which note will be generated, e.g., COMMONS-CODEC-1.7. Repository URL. The Internet address of the versioning system containing the code change history of the project, e.g., https://github.com/apache/ commons-codec.git. Currently, ARENA supports git-based code repositories. Issue tracker URL. The internet address of the issue tracking system storing the list of issues associated to the project, e.g., https://issues.apache. org/jira/. Currently, ARENA supports issue repositories managed with the Jira issue tracker. System name on the issue tracker. The unique name that identifies the project in the issue tracker, e.g., CODEC. Starting date. The date when the target release started being implemented in dd-mm-yyyy format. This could be the date of the first commit after the previous release, e.g., 20-11-2011. Ending date. The date when the target release was finished in dd-mm-yyyy format. This could be the date of the last commit performed to the release, e.g., 13-09-2012 . Notice that all the previous inputs are required by ARENA for the generation of the release note. Once the user fills in this information, only one button click is necessary to generate the release note. Fig. 3 presents part of the release note generated by ARENA for release 1.7 of Apache Commons Codec.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
The goal of our empirical studies is to evaluate ARENA, with the purpose of analyzing its capability to generate release notes. The quality focus is the completeness, correctness and usefulness (for developers) of the release notes generated by 6. Note that the [. . .] in Fig. 3 have been added to fit the image and are not part of ARENA's release note.
7. https://seers.utdallas.edu/ARENA/ ARENA. The perspective is of researchers, who want to evaluate the effectiveness of automatic approaches for generating release notes, and managers and developers, who could consider using ARENA in their own company.
In the context of our empirical studies we aim at answering the following research questions:
How complete are the release notes generated by ARENA, compared with the ones produced manually? In other words, our first objective is to check whether ARENA is missing information that is contained in manually-generated release notes. RQ 2 -Importance: How important is the content captured by the release notes generated by ARENA, compared with the ones produced manually? The aim is assessing developers' perception of the various kinds of items contained in manually and automatically-generated release notes. We are interested in the usefulness of the additional details produced by ARENA, which are missing in the notes produced manually. RQ 3 -Applicability: To what extent can developers rely on ARENA to generate the release notes of their ongoing projects? The aim of this research question is to investigate the applicability of ARENA in the context of an ongoing development project. Specifically, we are interested in understanding (i) to what extent developers need to adapt the ARENA-generated notes in order to meet their needs or to complement them with missing information, and (ii) whether they perceive a benefit in such a tool support.
To answer our research questions, we performed four empirical studies having different settings and involving different kinds of participants. Table 4 summarizes, for each study, the number and kind of participants.
Study I aims at assessing the completeness of the ARENA release notes as compared to the original ones available on the systems' websites (RQ 1 ). We conducted this study on eight open-source projects to ensure good generalizability of our findings. In addition, since the goal of Study I does not require high experience nor deep knowledge of the application domain (as it will be clearer later), we mainly involved students in such evaluation.
Study II aims at evaluating the importance of the items present in the ARENA release notes and missing in the original ones and vice versa (RQ 2 ). In this case, the task assigned to participants is highly demanding, so we conducted the study only on two systems. Also, we involved expertsincluding original developers of the analyzed projectssince experience and knowledge of the systems were crucial.
Study III is a study conducted with industrial developers and aimed at addressing both RQ 1 and RQ 2 . Specifically, in Study III we asked the original developers of a system, named SMOS, to evaluate a release note generated by ARENA and to compare it with one produced by the development team leader.
Finally, Study IV is a six-month in-field study, where a team of developers used ARENA to generate the release notes of a medical software system, named OM, which automates blood tests. This study addresses primarily RQ 3 , but, incidentally, it also provides further evidence to RQ 1 and RQ 2 from the context of a live project. Table 3 lists the system releases subject of our four studies. In particular, it reports for each of them the name of the system and the specific release considered in the study, its size in terms of KLOC, and the number of commits performed by the developers in the versioning system while working on such a release. For example, in the time period between the issuing of the release 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 of Jackson-Core, 31 commits were performed in the versioning system. These are the changes that ARENA considers while generating the release notes. In addition, Table 3 also reports the size of the release notes generated by ARENA for the subject systems.
Study I-Completeness
The goal of this study is to assess the completeness of ARENA release notes (RQ 1 ) on several system releases, ensuring external validity, both in terms of project diversity and features to be included in the releases. The context of Study I consists of: objects, i.e., automatically generated and original release notes from eight releases of five open-source projects (see Table 3 ); and participants evaluating the release notes, i.e., one B.Sc., five M.Sc., one Ph.D. student, one faculty, and two industrial developers. Before conducting the study, we profiled the evaluators using a pre-study questionnaire, aimed at collecting information about their software development experience. We manually looked in GitHub for releases of popular open source projects to use in the context of our study. In particular, a release r k was selected if it satisfied the following criteria:
1) The original r k release note was available; and 2) The release bundles for r k and r kÀ1 (i.e., the archive files packaging the software artifacts related to r k and r kÀ1 ) were available; 3) The projects issuing r k had an issue tracker publicly available. We stopped the selection process after collecting twenty releases belonging to eleven open source projects. Then, given the limited number of participants (ten) taking part in this study, we selected a subset of these releases such that items from each change type (except for configuration file and architectural changes-see Table 2 ) were present in at least one of the release notes used in the study. Eight releases from the projects Apache Cayenne, Apache Commons Codec, Apache Lucene, Jackson-Core, and Janino were selected (see Table 3 ).
Design and Planning
We distributed the original and the ARENA release notes to the evaluators in such a way that each pair of release notes 8 was evaluated by two participants. Having ten evaluators and eight pairs of release notes (evaluated by two participants each), it is clear that not all participants worked on the same number of systems. This is due to the fact that the release notes considered in this study had different sizes as result of the different number of changes performed across the pairs of releases r kÀ1 ; r k described by each of them. We classified the release notes of the eight software systems into three sets:
Large: Apache Cayenne 3.0.2, Apache Cayenne 3.1B2, and Lucene 3.5.0. Each of these releases was the result of over 2,500 changes committed in the versioning system (see Table 3 ). Medium: Janino 2.5.16, and Janino 2.6.0. Each of these releases was the result of over 400 changes committed in the versioning system.
Small:
of less than 300 changes committed in the versioning system. We then distributed the ten participants as follows: six participants worked on one large release note, each; two worked on two medium release notes, each; and two worked on three small release notes, each. This was done to balance the workload among the participants while ensuring two evaluators for each pair of release notes.
We provided each participant with:
1) a pre-study questionnaire aimed at gathering information about the participants' background, in particular about their industrial and programming experience (in years) and their habits in exploiting release notes when using a new available system release; 2) the generated release note and the original release note to be compared by the participants, as described later in this section; 3) a post-study questionnaire, where we asked participants to assess the general usefulness of the various categories of information provided by the ARENA release notes (e.g., new features, bug fixes, refactored code components, etc.). For each category, the participants provided their level of agreement to the claim "The category should be included in the release note" using a 4-point Likert scale [25] (strongly agree, weakly agree, weakly disagree, strongly disagree). We opted for a 4-point Likert scale since we wanted to avoid "neutral" answers, thus pushing participants to take a position about the assessed release notes. Neutral answers are less useful in assessing our approach and in getting feedback for its improvement. Participants were asked to determine and indicate for each item in the original release note whether: (i) the item appears in the generated release note with roughly the same level of detail; (ii) the item appears in the generated release note but with less details; (iii) the item appears in the generated release note and it has more details; or (iv) the item does not appear in the generated release note. In order to avoid bias in the evaluation, we did not refer to the release notes as "original" or "generated". Instead, we labeled them as "Release note A" and "Release note B." In addition, the participants were asked to assess the relevancy of all the extra items (as a group) in the generated release note, which were not present in the original one. Ideally, we should have asked them to assess the content of each individual item. Assessing these items as a group introduces a threat to the validity of the results, as individual items may be rated differently than the group as a whole. We accept this threat to the validly of the results, as assessing each item individually would have been too demanding for the evaluators (in terms of time and effort). For these reasons, we asked them to provide an overall evaluation of these items, asking them to indicate-using a 4-point Likert scale [25] (strongly agree, weakly agree, weakly disagree, strongly disagree)-whether these items should be part of the release note. The rationale for choosing a 4-point Likert scale over a 5-point one is the same as above. 8 . By pair we mean the original and the generated release notes.
When all the participants completed their evaluation, a Ph.D. student from the University of Sannio 9 analyzed them to verify and arbiter any conflict in the evaluation of the items present in the original release notes. For example, if the two evaluators judging the same release note provided opposite responses for the same item (e.g., the item is present in the generated release note versus not present), then the Ph.D. student solved the conflict by verifying the presence/ absence of the disputed item. Out of 144 evaluated items, 43 (30 percent) exhibited some conflict between the two evaluators. Only five of them (3 percent) showed strong conflict between the evaluators, e.g., "the item appears" versus "the item is missing." The other 38 cases had slight deviations in the evaluation, e.g., "the item appears with roughly the same level of detail" versus "the item appears but with less details."
Participants' Background
Before presenting the results of the first study, we analyze the background of the evaluators. Six out of ten evaluators have experience in industry, ranging from one to five years (median 1.5). They reported four to 20 years (median 5.0) of programming experience, of which two to seven are in Java (median 4.5). Also, seven out of the ten evaluators declared that they routinely check release notes when using a new available system release, where they look for new features (6 evaluators), fixed bugs (4), modified code components (2), and compatibility with previous releases (2). Table 5 summarizes the answers provided by the evaluators when asking about the presence of items from the original release notes in the release notes generated by ARENA. On average, ARENA correctly captures, at different levels of detail, 86 percent of the items from the original release, missing only 14 percent. In particular, ARENA provides more details for 61 percent of the items present in the original release notes, the same level of details for 12 percent, and less details for 13 percent of the items. The following is an exemplar situation where an item in the generated release has more details than in the original release. In the release note of Apache Commons Codec 1.7, the item "CODEC-157 DigestUtils: Add MD2 APIs" describes the implementation of new APIs. In the ARENA release note, the same item is reported as shown in Fig. 3 . ARENA reports the addition of new APIs to the DigestUtils class and it also explicitly includes: (i) which methods are part of the new APIs; and (ii) the test methods added in DigestUtilsTest to test the new APIs.
Analysis of the Results
An outlier case is for Lucene 3.5.0, where ARENA missed 14 (37 percent) of the items present in the original release note. Upon closer inspection, we found that eight of the missed items are bug reports fixed in a previous release, yet (for an unknown reason) reported in the release note of Lucene 3.5.0 (e.g., issue LUCENE-3390). If we disregard such issues, the percentage of missed items in this release drops to 20percent, almost in line with the other release notes.
We analyzed the items that ARENA missed in the other release notes. We found that all the missed items are due to a slight deviation between the time interval analyzed by ARENA and the one comprising the changes considered in the original release note. As explained in Section 3, we make an assumption about the time period of analysis, going from the r kÀ1 release date t kÀ1 until the r k release date t k . This problem would not occur in a real usage scenario, where the developer in charge of creating a release note using ARENA can simply provide the best time interval to analyze via the ARENA GUI (see Section 3.5).
In addition, the evaluators were asked to judge whether the items and details (as a whole) appearing in the ARENA release notes, but missing in the original ones, should be included. Their answers are summarized in Table 6 . Remember that each release note was evaluated by two participants, for a total of 16 evaluations. The majority of the participants selected strongly agree or weakly agree (i.e., 14 out of the 16 evaluations). Also, for three release notes (i.e., Apache Commons Code 1.7, Jackson Core 2.1.3, and Janino 2.5.16), both evaluators strongly agreed that the extra information provided by ARENA should be included in the release notes.
Evaluators provided positive feedback about the relevancy of the additional details present in the ARENA release notes. A representative one is: "Knowing the changes at fine-grained level is very useful for a developer that has to work on the new system release. Also, the information about deprecated code components is very useful." Note that in two cases-i.e., Apache Lucene 3.5.0 and Janino 2.6.0-one of the evaluators weakly disagreed on the additional details provided by ARENA. The reason behind the assessment was the same in Table 7 summarizes the answers of the evaluators to our post-questionnaire, where we asked them about their perception of the overall usefulness of various categories of information provided by the ARENA release notes. In general, the information considered by ARENA is considered important by participants, with one exception represented by the refactored code components, for which only 10 percent of participants strongly agree about the need for including them in the release notes. As mentioned, we included this kind of information in the release notes based on our initial survey of existing release notes. These questions are not meant to provide definite validation of our choices, but rather a "sanity check."
Summary of Study I (RQ 1 )-Completeness. The ARENA release notes capture most of the items from the original release notes (86percent on average) and most of the missing items can be included by adjusting the considered time interval. Furthermore, 88percent of the evaluators agree (strongly or weakly) that the additional information extracted by ARENA should be included in the release notes. Finally, all categories of information included by ARENA in the release notes are considered important by most evaluators, except for refactoring operations, which have less support.
Study II-Importance
The goal of Study II is to evaluate the perceived importance of the captured and missed items in the ARENA release notes from the perspective of external users/integrators, as well as from the perspective of internal developers. In other words, the study aims at determining whether ARENA is missing particularly important information that original release notes contain, or whether it provides unimportant details to developers, resulting in long and tedious to browse/read release notes. The context of this study consists of: objects, i.e., automatically generated and original release notes from one release of two open-source projects (see Table 3 ); and participants evaluating the release notes, i.e., 38 professional and open-source developers, including three developers of each object project. One release of Apache Lucene and one release of Apache Commons Collections were selected for the study. The conditions to select the release notes were the same as in Study I.
Design and Planning
We performed Study II by using an online survey. We emailed the survey to several open-source developers registered in the Apache repositories and professional developers from around the world. The questionnaire consisted of two parts on: (i) the participants' background and their experience in using and creating release notes; and (ii) the evaluation of the ARENA release notes and the original release notes for Apache Lucene 4.0.0 and for Apache Commons Collections 4.4.0ALPHA1. Note that we decided to use different systems from the ones used in Study I in order to increase the number of systems in the ARENA evaluation and to ensure better external validity. We targeted major releases of medium sized systems (100<KLOC<200).
The evaluation of each release note was divided in two stages. In the first stage, participants were asked to indicate for the types of items (e.g., Major Changes) of the original release note, which were missing in the release note generated by ARENA whether each one was: (i) not at all important; (ii) unimportant; (iii) important; or (iv) very important. A similar process was followed in the second stage, but this time for assessing the importance of types of items of the ARENA release note that were missing in the original one. In both stages, we pointed out that some items present in a release note and (apparently) missing in the other one might simply be represented in different ways. In the case of Lucene 4.0.0, for example, the items under the Improvements category in the ARENA release note are listed under the Optimizations category in the original release note.
Participants' Background
Similar to Study I, in this study we profiled the participants by collecting information on their experience in software development and their experience in using and creating release notes, and, if they had created such documents, what kind of content do they include in them. Among the 38 evaluators, 31 are professional developers who reported experience in software development ranging from two to 30 years (median 8). The other seven participants are opensource developers, ranging from seven to 25 years of experience in software development (median 13). Three of the participants are developers of Apache Commons Collections, while other three are developers of Apache Lucene. Also, 26 out of the 38 evaluators declared that they use release notes frequently (i.e., more than once a month) or occasionally (i.e., once a month), mainly to check for bug fixes and new features in a software system. In addition, 16 developers declared that they check in the release notes of their project's dependencies for compatibility issues and changes that might arise from the new releases.
Only six evaluators (16 percent) reported that they have never created release notes. Among the other 32 participants, 22 (58 percent) reported having created release notes many times (i.e., more than eight times), eight (21 percent) reported having done it a few times (i.e., three to eight times), and two (5 percent) declared having created a release note once or twice. Our survey was designed to ask only highly experienced developers in creating release notes (i.e., the 22 cited above) details about this task. Fig. 4 presents the participants' answers on the time and difficulty of creating release notes. Specifically, 64 percent of the evaluators (i.e., 14 of them) considered this task as difficult or very difficult, while 36 percent rated it as easy or very easy (median=difficult). The participants also reported a median of between four and eight hours to create release notes. One of the participants explained that the time needed to create a release note depends on the release, claiming that he worked in the past on "a major release of a software company product for which the creation of the release note took three days of work." Finally, only seven evaluators (31percent) declared using a supporting tool, such as, issue trackers or version control systems, when creating release notes. Note that ARENA is the only existing automated tool specially designed to support the generation of release notes. Furthermore, ARENA is able to shorten the time devoted to this task, as less than ten minutes are needed to generate a release note for a release r i of a medium-sized system ($50 KLOC) subject to few hundreds of changes ($500) in the time period between r iÀ1 and r i .
We also asked the 22 participants with high experience in creating release notes about the kind of content that they usually include in these documents (see Fig. 5 ). New Features and Bug Fixes are, by far, the most common items in the release notes: most of the participants reported including them often (21 and 20 evaluators, respectively) 
Analysis of the Results
The answers provided by the 38 participants on the importance of different kinds of content from the original and the generated release notes are summarized in Figs. 6 and 7 for Commons Collections and Lucene, respectively. Note that the boxplots depicted for the two systems refer to different sets of information. This is because the two release notes, i.e., the one for Commons Collections (Fig. 6 ) and the one for Lucene (Fig. 7) , included different categories of items in the original release note as well as in the one generated by ARENA. For example, information about the "#Items in each category" (provided in all release notes generated by ARENA) was not provided in the original release note of Commons Collections (Fig. 6 ) but it was provided in the original release note of Lucene (Fig. 7) . Thus, the boxplot for such a category is present in Fig. 6 but not in Fig. 7 . Among the items present in the original release notes and missed by On the one hand, the Major Changes section is not present in the ARENA release notes, but future efforts will be oriented to implement an automatic prioritization of changes in the new release, which will allow ARENA to select the most important ones to define such a category. On the other hand, the information present in API Changes, Backward Compatibility, and Optimizations in the original release notes is present in the ARENA release notes, but organized differently. For example, the removal of the SortedVIntList class is reported in the original release notes in the Backward Compatibility category, while ARENA puts it under Deleted Code Components. Thus, ARENA is not missing any important information here. As for the other items present in the original release notes and not in the ones generated by ARENA, they are generally classified as unimportant/not at all important (see Figs. 6 and 7) .
Regarding the contents included in the ARENA release notes and missing or grouped differently in the original release notes, most of them (nine out of 11 different kinds of content) were predominantly assessed as important or very important (by 28 developers, in average). The Improvements category is considered important/very important by 34 developers for Commons Collections and 33 for Lucene, respectively. While the items contained in this category are present in the Optimizations section of the Lucene release note, they are absent in the Commons Collections one. Participants also considered as important or very important the categories covering Known Issues (by 32 developers) and Deletion (29), Addition (28), Deprecation (29), and Visibility Changes (26) of Code Components. The evaluators (24 for Commons Collections and 19 for Lucene) also considered important the fine-grained changes (i.e., changes at code level) provided by ARENA when describing new features, bug fixes and improvements, and the links to the change requests (30) listed under such categories. Note that most of the above categories are absent in the original release notes. For instance, while in the original release note of Lucene one deleted class was listed under the Backward Compatibility section, ARENA highlights 76 classes that were deleted in the new release. Surprisingly, Refactoring Operations were considered as unimportant in both release notes (by 24 developers for Commons Collections and 25 for Lucene). This might be due to the level of detail that ARENA is currently able to provide in this matter (i.e., the refactored source code files, without explaining what exactly was done to them).
Evaluation Made by the Original Developers. The results presented above are obtained considering the responses of all the 38 surveyed participants. However, among them there are six of the original Lucene and Commons Collections developers (three of each project). Thus, it is worthwhile to independently analyze the original developers' responses (i.e., of those developers with more knowledge of the object systems) to gain a different perspective on the release notes generated by ARENA.
In the case of the contents explicitly provided by the original release note of Commons Collections, its three developers strongly agreed on the importance of the Major Changes category and weakly agreed on the importance of showing the author of the change (marked as important by two developers and unimportant by the other one). In contrast, having separate categories describing new classes and new methods (as opposed to ARENA's single New Code Components category) was ranked from very unimportant to very important, showing a strong disagreement among participants. The three developers strongly agreed on the importance of all the attributes offered by the ARENA release notes, except for the number of items in each category (e.g., indicating the number of added code components near the New Code Components category), which was considered unimportant by two developers and very important by the other one.
Turning to the original release note of Lucene, its three developers strongly agreed on the importance of the API Changes and Backward Compatibility categories, and on the unimportance of the authors of the changes. There was little agreement on the importance of the other content of this release note. However, once again, the three developers strongly agreed on the importance of all the content included in the ARENA release note, except for the Refactoring Operations category, which was marked as important by two of the developers and unimportant by the other one. Most of the developers' responses are in line with the responses of all the other evaluators, presented above. This indicates that, at least in the case of Commons Collections and Lucene, developers and integrators are interested in the same content within the release notes.
Qualitative Feedback. We also allowed participants to comment on the ARENA release notes in a free text box at the end of the survey. The evaluators provided positive feedback about the release notes generated by ARENA. In total, we collected eight positive comments related to the content, potential usefulness and readability of the release notes generated by ARENA, and two negative comments on their presentation and low-level detail of information. Three of the evaluators commented on desired features in the generated release notes, e.g., links to changes in the versioning systems, more details and explanations of particular changes, and browsing options. Representative examples include: "In general, they are very readable. I think they are aimed at engineers more than at non-engineers. [. . .] for something that is consumed as an API, such as an open-source library or framework, I think these kind of notes are ideal." Another developer commented "If it's fully automated (I'm not sure) ARENA is a great tool." Some of the contents provided by the generated release notes were considered unimportant in some cases. One of the reasons behind such assessments was that "Every item needs a description to be useful. For example, the Added Components section needs a description of each component, and the Modified Components section needs a description of what is the meaning of the modification." This comment refers to items in the generated release notes that do not have a textual description motivating the change; this happens for commits that cannot be linked to any bug fix, improvement, or new feature request in the issue tracker system. Since ARENA is meant to support the creation of release notes, they can be augmented by the users with additional information, according to their needs.
Summary of Study II (RQ 2 )-Importance. Most information included in the ARENA release notes is considered important or very important by developers. Also, most information considered as important in the original release notes is captured by ARENA (although sometimes in a different fashion), with the exception of the Major changes category that we plan to include by prioritizing changes.
Study III-Study with Industrial Developers
The goal of Study III is to allow project experts: (i) to evaluate the generated release note on its own, including their perceived usefulness; and (ii) to compare the generated release note with one manually produced by their team leader. The context of this study consists of objects and participants. As objects we use one release of the SMOS system, a software developed to support the communications between schools and the students' parents. Its first release (i.e., SMOS 1.0) was developed in 2009 by M.Sc. students. Its code, composed by almost 23 KLOC, is hosted in a git repository and has been subject to several changes over time. This led to the second release (i.e., SMOS 2.0) nearly two years later. The participants of this study are five (out of seven) members of the original development team of this system, all being nowadays industrial developers.
Design and Planning
To have a baseline for comparison, we asked the leader of the original development team to generate a release note of SMOS 2.0. We considered him to be the best qualified person to create a complete and accurate release note for SMOS. During the creation of the release note, the leader had access to: (i) the source code of the two releases; (ii) the list of changes (as extracted from the versioning system) performed between the two releases; and (iii) information from the issue tracker containing the change requests implemented in the time period between SMOS 1.0 and 2.0. Finally, we asked him to report the time he spent on producing the release note. This information, however, is only indicative and cannot be really representative of other projects (different development teams could rely on different tools).
We conducted this study in two stages. In the first stage, the developers (excluding the project leader) evaluated the release note generated by ARENA based only on their knowledge of the system. As in Study I, we did not refer to this one as an automatically generated release note (but as Release note A). We asked the developers to judge the next four statements with the possible answers on a 4-point Likert 10 scale [25] (strongly agree, weakly agree, weakly disagree, strongly disagree):
1) The release note contains all the information needed to understand what changed between the old and the new release; 2) All the information reported in the release note is correct; 3) There is redundancy in the information reported in the release note; 4) The release note is useful to a developer in charge of evolving the software system. In addition, we asked the developers to provide a free-text argument for each question. We also asked them what kind of additional information should be included in the release note. In the second stage, we asked them to evaluate-using the same questionnaire-the release note manually produced by the team leader, calling it Release note B.
After they completed the questionnaire, we asked the developers to re-evaluate the release note generated by ARENA. To this end, we provided them with their completed questionnaires and asked if they would change any answer and how, in light of the analysis of the second release note. We allowed participants to revise their original evaluation because during the analysis of the first release note they did not have any baseline for comparison. The second release note offered participants this baseline, which, as a result, could (positively or negatively) change the evaluation of the first release note.
The main difference between Study III and Study II is that in Study III developers evaluated the ARENA-generated release note and the release note produced by an original developer as a whole, without focusing on missing information nor without performing a comparison of single items contained in both release notes. It is noteworthy that the evaluation in Study III was performed without knowing whether a release note was automatically or manually generated.
Analysis of the Results
As explained before, in the first stage of our evaluation with SMOS developers, we asked the team leader to manually generate the release note for SMOS 2.0. The team leader took 82 minutes to manually summarize the 109 changes that occurred between releases 1.0 and 2.0. This resulted in a release note with 11 items, each one grouping a subset of related changes. For example, one of the items in this release note was:
Several changes have been applied in the system to implement the Singleton design pattern in the classes accessing the SMOS database. Among the most important changes, all constructors of classes in the storage package 10. As already discussed for Study I, we opted for a 4-point Likert scale to avoid "neutral" answers.
should now not be used in favor of the new methods getInstance() , returning the single existing instance of the class. This resulted in several changes to all methods in the system using classes in storage .
In the meantime, the remaining four developers evaluated the release note generated by ARENA. The results are reported in Table 8 (see the numbers not in parenthesis).
Developers strongly agreed or weakly agreed on the fact that the ARENA release note contains all the information needed to understand the changes performed between the two SMOS releases. In particular, the only developer answering weakly agree (ID 1 in Table 8 ) explained that "the release note contains all what is needed. However, it would be great to have a further level of granularity showing exactly what changed inside methods." In other words, this developer would like to see, on demand, the source code lines modified in each changed code entity. While this information is not present in the ARENA release note, it would be rather easy to implement. All other developers answered with a strongly agree and one of them explained her score with the following motivation: "I got a clear idea of what changed in SMOS 2.0. Also, I noticed as I was not aware about some of the reported changes." Two of the other developers, answering with strongly agree, indicated additional information that could further improve the completeness of the release note: "information about who performed each change would be great to contact her/him for clarification." Note that this information is quite easy to include in ARENA.
All developers strongly agreed on the correctness of the information reported in the release note generated by ARENA (see Table 8 ). Also, they strongly disagreed on the presence of redundancy in the information reported in the release note. In particular, one of them explained that "[the] information is well organized and the hierarchical view allows visualizing exactly what you want, with no redundancy."
Finally, all developers weakly agreed or strongly agreed on the usefulness of the ARENA release note for a developer in charge of evolving the software system, for example, "the release note is very useful to get a quick idea of what changed in the system and why." The only developer answering weakly agree commented: "developers are certainly able to get a clear idea about what changed in the system, but they may still need to look in source code for details." Note that this developer was the one asking for granularity at the line level.
In the second part of this study, we asked the same four developers to evaluate (by using the same questionnaire) the release note manually generated by their team leader. Table 8 reports these results in parenthesis. In this case, three developers weakly agreed on the completeness of the release note, while one weakly disagreed. As comparison, on the completeness of the release note generated by ARENA three developers strongly agreed and one weakly agreed.
The developer answering weakly disagree motivated her choice explaining that "the level of granularity in this release note is much higher as compared to the previous one. Thus, it is difficult to get a clear idea of what changed in the system. Also, information about the updated libraries is missing." When talking about "granularity" of the release note, the developer refers to the fact that changes are not always reported at method level as it was in the ARENA release note. This is likely due to the fact that changes in the versioning system are stored at file level granularity and, thus, it was simpler for the developer to list the files changed to implement a new feature or a bug fix in the release note, without going into a method-level granularity. Also, one of the developers that weakly agreed on the completeness of the manuallygenerated release note referred to the previously evaluated one (i.e., the one generated by ARENA), claiming that: "it is almost complete, but the previous one was more precise."
Three developers strongly agreed on the correctness of the information reported in the manually-generated release note, while one of them answered weakly agree, reporting an error present in the release note: "the methoddays BetweenDates has been deprecated, not deleted." In particular, the manually-generated release note contained the item:
The method daysBetweenDates has been deleted.
while the release note generated by ARENA reported the information shown in Fig. 8 . This highlights that, even when preparing a release note for a moderately small software system like SMOS, developers can include errors, which are avoidable by using a fully automated approach like ARENA.
Finally, all developers strongly disagreed on the presence of redundant information in the manually-generated release note, and weakly agreed on its usefulness. For the ARENA release note, instead, three of developers strongly agreed on its usefulness. In this regard, some of the explanations provided by developers highlighted the usefulness of the details provided by ARENA: "this release note is less detailed than the previous one, but it is still useful," and "also in this case a developer All the information reported in the release note is correct 4 (3) 4 (4) 4 (4) 4 (4) There is redundancy in the information reported in the release note 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) The release note is useful to a developer in charge of evolving the software system 3 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 4 (3) 1=strongly disagree, 2=weakly disagree, 3=weakly agree, 4=strongly agree
In parenthesis, the evaluation provided to the manually-generated release note. Fig. 8 . An excerpt of ARENA release notes for SMOS.
needs to look into the source code to get a clear idea of what changed, but she has to spend more time to find the modified pieces of code, since several changes are just reported at file level." At last, nobody decided to change the scores given to the ARENA release note after having seen the manually-generated one. Summary of Study III. The SMOS developers judged the ARENA release note as more complete and precise than the one created by the team leader (RQ 1 ). Moreover, the extra information included in the generated release note makes it to be considered more useful than the manual one (RQ 2 ).
Study IV-Six-Month In-Field Study
Study IV is an in-field study conducted over six months with the goal of assessing the quality and usefulness of the release notes generated by ARENA in a real, everyday working environment. The context of this study consists of objects, i.e., four different releases of OM 11 (see Table 3 ), a medical software system that automates blood analyses by guiding a robot in performing tasks that are typically performed by human operators (e.g., mixing reagents to human blood in order to perform HIV test). OM is developed by an Italian company (from now on simply referred as software company) that started its implementation in September 2014. The participants of the study are members of the initial OM development team, which consisted of three developers, including two senior developers with over ten years of experience each and the team leader with more than 15 years of experience in software development. All of them had past experience in writing of release notes, with the team leader highlighting this activity as one of his main duties when coordinating a team.
OM has been commissioned by an analysis laboratory and, as established in the contract between the software company and the laboratory: (i) it has been incrementally released over the past six months (i.e., from September 2014 to March 2015) in four different releases (i.e., on average, a release each 45 days), and (ii) each of the issued releases has been accompanied by detailed documentation, including a release note. The software company agreed to use ARENA for generating the release notes of OM over this six-month implementation activity and to provide us with feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of our tool. OM is hosted in a git repository and uses Mantis 12 as issue tracker.
Design and Planning
In September 2014, when the OM development started, one of the authors instructed the team on how to use ARENA in order to generate release notes. Then, the following procedure was adopted each time a new OM release was issued:
1) ARENA was used by the team to automatically generate the release note. An adapted version of the ARENA tool supporting the extraction of issues from Mantis was used in this case.
2) The team answered a questionnaire asking their level of agreement to the same four claims from the questionnaire used in Study III (see Table 9 ). The answers were given using the same 4-points Likert scale [25] . Also in this case, we asked the team to provide a freetext argument for each question. Additionally, since the release note was one of the official documents to issue as part of the OM contract, we asked the participants to list the information that they added/deleted/ modified in the release note generated by ARENA, before including it as part of the official release documentation. Note that, given the small size of the team (i.e., three developers), we only asked for one filled-in questionnaire as representative for the entire team's perception of the ARENA's release notes. 3) Finally, the team sent to the author: (i) the release note that they generated with ARENA, and (ii) the answers to the questionnaire. As previously said, four OM releases (from 0.1 to 0.4) were issued in the six months of our study, leading to four generated release notes and corresponding answered questionnaires. In April 2015, at the end of our study, one of the authors conducted a two-hours, semi-structured interview with the OM team, in order to gather further qualitative feedback about ARENA and its release notes. The interview included (but was not limited to) the following questions:
Q1 Would you like to adopt ARENA in the company where you work? Q2 What are the three major strengths and weaknesses of ARENA? Also, the interviewer asked the team members to comment about and/or clarify some of the answers provided in the questionnaires they filled in the previous six months. Table 9 reports the results of the evaluation provided by the development team to the four OM release notes generated by 1=strongly disagree, 2=weakly disagree, 3=weakly agree, 4=strongly agree 11 . OM is a pseudonym of the software system object of our study. The company requested to anonymize the software system in the study.
Analysis of the Results
12. https://www.mantisbt.org ARENA. Notice that for the first OM release (i.e., OM 0.1) there is no previously existing release and, indeed, most of its information refers to new features implemented from scratch. The team always strongly or weakly agreed on the fact that the ARENA release notes contain all the information needed to describe the changes performed between the old and the new release. A reason behind the "weakly agreed" assigned to the release notes of OM 0.2 and 0.4 is reflected by the comment left in the free-text form questionnaire of OM 0.4:
"Overall the release note looks very good. However, while for most of the changes the title of the issue is enough to document the rationale behind the performed changes, there are specific changes that would benefit from the inclusion of additional information to document in the release note the reasons behind changes performed in the system. An example in this release is the issue OM-45."
During the unstructured interview we asked the team members additional insights about this answer. As explained in Section 3.4, ARENA organizes the changes in the release note based on the category to which they belong (e.g., Improvements, etc.). These categories can then be expanded to list the set of items (i.e., issues) belonging to each of them (e.g., the list of improvements implemented in the new release). When structural changes detected in the source code are linked to an issue, its title is presented as a description of the change (see for instance Fig. 8 from Study III). The team pointed out that, although in general this is enough to explain why certain structural changes were performed, there are a few cases where additional details on the rationale of the changes are needed. In particular, the team refers to the issue OM-45, which represents an improvement implemented in OM 0.4 and is shown in Fig. 9 , as reported by the ARENA release note. The team found important to document in the release note why the randomly generated captcha image used to discriminate between humans and bots during a "new user registration" is deleted right after the user registration is completed. They suggested to integrate into ARENA a mechanism to automatically generate a summary of the issue description and its discussion (i.e., the comments left by the developers). This is part of our future work on ARENA, in which we can make use of approaches that automatically summarize issue reports [26] , [27] , [28] .
The participants strongly agreed on the correctness of the information reported in all four ARENA release notes. In other words, they did not find code changes assigned to the wrong release. Note that in this study the developers manually provided the time interval for each release. Thus, such result is an important confirmation that, whenever the time interval to analyze is correctly provided, the information extracted by ARENA tends to be reliable.
Consistently across the four releases, participants weakly disagreed on the presence of redundancy in the ARENA release notes (see Table 9 ). The justification for this question was also consistent across the four release notes:
"The possibility to expand and retract the details about any of the different items allows the reader of the release note to control in some way the level of redundancy she wants. The only point of redundancy we see is in the description of classes, especially in terms of Java Servlets."
When asking further insights about this comment the team explained that, especially in the New Feature category, the class descriptions provided by ARENA are quite similar. The cause of such a situation is that several of the new classes implemented in the OM releases are Java Servlets, all summarized by ARENA with a common pattern, i.e., New class ClassName extending HttpServlet. This boundary class communicates mainly with HttpServletRequest,HttpServletResponse, and HttpSession. Since OM has been built from scratch during the six months of our study, each one of its releases contained several new classes (including Servlets), leading to this redundancy observed by the developers. Note that these descriptions are independently generated for every class based on their particular implementation, which suggests a common design and structure in this case. Future work on ARENA will focus on grouping structurally similar classes to provide a unique summary for them.
Finally, the developers strongly agreed (releases 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) and weakly agreed (0.4) on the usefulness of the ARENA release note to a developer in charge of evolving the software system. As explained by the team in the unstructured interview, the latter evaluation (i.e., the weakly agreed to the usefulness of the ARENA's release note for OM 0.4) was due to the missing rationale for the change related to the OM-45 issue, previously described (and reported in Fig. 9 ). Table 10 reports on the ARENA's release notes in which the developers added, deleted, and modified information before issuing them as part of the official documentation of the OM project. In the release 0.4, the team documented the rationale behind the changes implemented for the OM-45 issue, thus adding new information to the ARENA release note. As previously said, the documentation of the rationale behind the applied changes is something we plan to explore in the future. In the other three release notes, no information was added.
No information generated by ARENA was deleted from any of the release notes. This confirms the results achieved in Study II providing further empirical evidence on the correctness and importance of the items reported in the release notes generated by ARENA. In all four release notes developers merged together the description of all the servlets that were added to implement a specific feature, as a single point in the release note. For example, a description like: The goal of this modification was to reduce the level of redundancy in the official release notes. We are working on a similar mechanism that allows ARENA to group classes having a similar description.
Finally, during the final semi-structured interview, all three developers expressed their support to systematically adopting ARENA in their company. In the team leader's own words:
"ARENA helps to save time, especially when you need to create release notes and you cannot really allocate too much time on such a task. While some improvements are still needed, this version of ARENA is already enough to automate most of the work needed in the creation of a release note."
When asked about the three major strengths and weaknesses of ARENA, the three developers agreed on indicating the completeness of the captured information, full automation, and high level of detail in the changes' description as the three main strengths of the ARENA tool. On the other hand, they indicated as major weaknesses: the missing rationale behind some changes, the limitations of the code summarization technique (i.e., the ones leading to the presence of some level of redundancy in the ARENA release notes), and the impossibility to personalize the ARENA release notes (e.g., by choosing which information to include before running the release notes generation). These three aspects will guide our work on the next release of ARENA.
Summary of Study IV. The OM developers support the adoption of ARENA in their company, indicating the usefulness of our tool. They added very little information to the generated release notes (only in one note)-(RQ 3 )-and did not delete any information (RQ 2 ). The OM developers found the release note generated by ARENA to be complete and precise (RQ 1 ), with the few exceptions described above. Finally, they suggested improvements in ARENA, devoted to unify description of (changes to) similar classes, and to incorporate in the release note a summary of developers' discussion on changes (RQ 3 ).
Summary of the Empirical Evaluation
The main findings of the four empirical studies can be summarized as follows:
Study I-Completeness. The ARENA release notes capture most of the items from the original release notes (86percent on average). Furthermore, 88per-cent of the evaluators agree that the additional information extracted by ARENA should be included in the release notes. Study II-Importance. Most information (82percent) included in the ARENA release notes and missing in the original release notes is considered important or very important by developers. Also, the information considered as important in the original release notes is captured by ARENA, with the only exception of Major changes category, which we plan to include in the future by prioritizing changes. Study III-Study with Industrial Developers. Developers judged the ARENA release note as more complete, useful, and precise than the one manually created by the team leader. Study IV-Six-Month In-Field Study. The developers support the adoption of ARENA in their company, indicating the usefulness of our tool. They found the release notes generated by ARENA mostly complete and precise.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
This section describes the threats to validity of the overall ARENA evaluation, highlighting threats that arose in specific studies and the extent to which such threats were mitigated in subsequent studies.
Threats to construct validity concern the relationship between theory and observation. In this work such threats mainly concern how the generated release notes were evaluated. For Study I and Study II, we tried to limit the subjectiveness in the answers by asking respondents to compare the contents of a generated release note with that of the actual one. In Study I we assigned each release note to two independent evaluators. For Study III and Study IV, although our main aim was to collect qualitative insights, we still tried to collect objective information by (i) involving multiple evaluators, and (ii) using an appropriate questionnaire with answers in a Likert scale, complemented with additional comments.
Threats to internal validity concern factors that could have influenced our results. In Study I and Study III we tried to limit the evaluators' bias by not telling them upfront which were the original and automatically generated release notes. Instead, this was not done in Study II, which purposely aimed at determining the possible gaps or redundant information in ARENA release notes with respect to the original one. Another possible threat is that the participants in Study I and Study II have a different level of knowledge of the object projects. We must note that some of the respondents in Study II were developers of the object projects, that their answers were in line with the answers of the other participants, and that we also reported a detailed, separate analysis limited to these participants. None of the participants in Study I were developers/contributors of the object projects. In Study III we asked developers to perform the comparative evaluation only after having provided a first assessment of the automatically generated release note. This allowed us to gain both an absolute and a relative assessment.
techniques, and information mined from software repositories to automatically generate complete release notes. ARENA has been evaluated in four different studies, aimed at assessing the completeness, importance, and usefulness of ARENA releases notes, as well as letting developers use ARENA within an ongoing project. The results obtained from the four studies indicated that: 1) the ARENA release notes provide important content that is not explicit or is missing in manual release notes, as considered by professional and opensource developers; 2) the ARENA release notes include more complete and precise information than the manuallyproduced ones; and 3) the extra information included by ARENA makes its release notes to be considered more useful. Based on the work done and the results obtained in our studies, the research on release note generation moves into a new arena, where additional research questions can be investigated, such as: What is the most important information to include in the release notes and how to classify it? How should release notes be presented to users? These are just two items on our future research agenda.
ARENA is currently implemented to work with Javabased systems, using Jira as issue tracker and git as versioning control system. Adapting it to work with software systems implemented in other OO languages, using other issue trackers and versioning systems is an additional engineering effort, which we plan to undertake as future work. We will also introduce in ARENA features that have been suggested by the participants of our studies, e.g., integrating a summary of issue discussions and grouping together changes to related/similar classes. Finally, we will investigate a possible integration with the approach proposed by Abebe et al. [29] , with the goal of highlighting in the release note the most important changes brought by the new release.
